Guide for Community Buying Groups

About this guide
This guide gives you practical information and advice on how to set up and
run a community buying group. It is primarily intended for groups of
consumers operating on a not-for-profit basis.
There are many benefits to joining together with other consumers and
combining your buying power to get better deals from shops and other
suppliers. By buying in bulk, you can get discounts on prices, saving money.
There are other benefits too. Examples of things that groups buy together are
food, household goods and heating oil.

What this guide contains
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Checklist for setting up a community buying group



How do we get started?



How do we plan our project?



How should we organise our group?



How do we run our group?



What about money?



How do we market and promote our group?



How do I develop new skills?



Community buying groups and the law



Further information and resources
About us
This guide was produced by the Consumer and Competition Policy
Directorate of the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS).
The guide includes links to websites or references to material made available
by other organisations, where further guidance can be found. In particular,
some information is taken from the Food Co-ops Toolkit which was produced
by Sustain, as part of the Making Local Food Work project. BIS is very
grateful for the assistance of these organisations and others who contributed
to the production of the guide. BIS is not responsible for material provided in
non-UK Government websites or other publications.
The guidance, including legal guidance, in this guide can only be very
general. It is intended to make you aware of some key issues that can arise in
setting up and running a group, and where to find further help. Depending on
what your group plans to do, you may need to get advice on your particular
circumstances.

What are the advantages of buying as a group?
It’s good for your pocket
By pooling your orders with others, you can buy in bulk, and as the costs to
shops or suppliers can be lower if there is a group of buyers you may benefit
from significant discounts.
Some people find it difficult to get to supermarkets or other shops which tend
to have the cheapest prices. They may also struggle with online shopping,
they may not have a computer or might be put off by delivery costs. Joining
forces means you can find more convenient ways to get what you need, and
can share the costs.
Some groups order directly from suppliers, rather than buying in shops,
cutting out the middleman. This can mean further savings.
Some things are more complicated than others to buy. Getting the best deal
can be harder work in some cases than in others.. For example, when buying
heating oil, prices change very frequently. The group coordinator can watch
the market and buy at the right time. In renewable energy schemes, finding
the right supplier takes some time and effort but by buying as a group, you
have more skills and knowledge between you.

It’s good for the environment
Group buying can reduce the number of deliveries needed, particularly
important for products such as heating oil, which requires large tankers.
Buying from local suppliers can cut down on carbon footprints. Some groups
are set up to provide local and organic produce.

It’s good for the community
Group buying can bring people together which may lead on to other activities
that benefit communities. It can be a way for you to meet up with friends and
make new friends with people you might otherwise not come across.

It’s good for learning new skills
Volunteering in a buying group can be a way of getting new skills and
experience, and developing confidence. For example: being able to speak in
front of a group, working in a team to solve problems and developing
computer, business and marketing skills.

CASE STUDIES
R Shop Bulk Buying Project

The idea
The R Shop Bulk Buying Project started in 2009, with the support of the Social
Innovation Lab Kent (SILK), part of Kent County Council. Since 2007, the
SILK team had been working on the Parkwood Estate, where many families
were living on a very tight budget. The residents identified problems with
shopping. Problems included the cost of bus fares to the supermarket a few
miles away; getting bulky items home on the bus; difficulties storing shopping
at home; lack of access to computers, and the charge made for delivery by
most supermarkets. Local shops could be more expensive than the
supermarket and didn't have as large a range of goods or product sizes. One
resident suggested a shop to bring bulky goods to the community to make life
easier and less expensive and to bring the community together.
How it happened
An initial meeting for residents, public services and the voluntary and
community sector developed the idea. A core team researched people’s
existing shopping habits and what they would want to buy. They promoted the
group, for example, setting up a 'Parkwood Bulk Buy 'Facebook page, as

many residents already used Facebook. The core team tested out the idea,
for example, doing test runs to suppliers and selling items at community
events. Initially the core team consisted of residents and staff from local public
services, but as time went on, it has become solely made up of residents. The
head teacher at a local school let them turn a disused kitchen into a
community room for the group.
The group took two years to develop. Its shop sells items such as baby wipes,
washing powder and nappies. A comparison of a shopping basket of five
items with a supermarket price comparison site showed savings of up to 29
per cent on individual items (plus savings on bus fares). It is also easier for
people to walk somewhere close to home to collect their purchases. The
shop, which is open two days a week, is non-profit making, although it takes a
small margin in order to restock. The group doesn't pay rent, as the school got
the room, which it can also use, refurbished at no cost.
A problem faced by the group was that it didn't fit into any existing model. As it
wasn't a conventional business, it was difficult to get a business card to buy
stock at a cash and carry. They arranged with a local shopkeeper to make
purchases on behalf of the group. Now they buy from supermarkets which are
running special offers, and stockpile the goods – though sometimes
supermarkets limit the number of bulk buy or special offer products that it's
possible to buy. The group has a written constitution as this allows them to get
funding. The local Healthy Living Centre opened a bank account on behalf of
the group. People place orders via the Facebook forum, or pop into the shop.
Substantial funding was received for the group from the Local Authority
Poverty Innovation Pilot, funded by the Department for Education. The
funding was spent on refurbishing the community room, promotion and
marketing, buying stock, providing training and driving lessons, and buying
computers, printers and mobile phones. However, the SILK team thinks that
the project could be replicated without this level of funding. They point out that
residents were reluctant to spend all the money and got local businesses to
donate goods. They recommend that the community should map and tap into
existing resources and skills.
The benefits
The SILK team emphasise that the group is not just about saving money or
convenience. Residents on the core team feel that it has improved friendships
and social and community life. They have improved their skills, including IT
and business skills. While only four families are on the core team, the group
has made a difference to the wider community, which can also buy in the
shop. The community room can be hired out for other community activities.
And as a spin-off, a Time Bank scheme allowing people to earn credits for
time spent volunteering – including volunteering in the shop – has been set
up. Credits can be spent in the shop.

Tips:


Don't build expectations too high, for example, about how much
savings will be.



Keep trying different things. If it doesn't work, it isn't a failure, try
something else.



Be open to other people joining in



If the group is led by residents rather than public services, it is more
likely to meet the community's needs and to be sustainable. Services
need to facilitate people to do things by themselves.

For more information:
http://socialinnovation.typepad.com/silk/2009/10/bulk-buying-project.html

Solar 100 Project

This buying group enabled
local residents to purchase
solar panels for their
properties at a reduced
price. Solar panels
can generate household
electricity or hot water,
reducing energy bills for
households and reducing
carbon emissions.
The idea
The initial idea was the brainchild of two close friends wanting to make their
own personal contribution to climate change. After getting together with others
in the community and setting up Transition Town Marlow (TTM) in 2009, the
idea of setting up a solar panel buying group soon became a reality.
The project began in March 2010 and by the end of the project in March 2011
twenty-three households had signed up to the group and had solar panels
installed.
The benefits
Understanding how solar panels work can be tricky and their installation is
also quite costly. Working together as a group gave the founding members of
TTM the power to thoroughly research the technology involved, the installers
of solar panels and other associated organisations, in order to negotiate the
best service, product and price. In addition to the discounts made purchasing
as a large group, users of solar panels are paid by the government for
generating electricity using renewable, low carbon energy (a scheme known
as feed-in tariffs – currently under Government review). The Group was also
part of a scheme operated by Good Energy, which pays each household for
every unit of heat energy it produces.
The amount of time it takes to recover the cost of installing solar panels is
around 10 years. This is based loosely on the Government feed-in tariffs, the
free electricity the panel provides and the money obtained from
exporting excess electricity to the network. Due to the discount negotiated
with their chosen installer and payments received from Good Energy, this
period is likely to be reduced further for householders that purchased panels
through the group.

The knowledge and expertise developed by the founding members of
the group has also allowed them to share their experience with others,
encouraging people to make a more effective contribution to reducing their
CO2 emissions.
How does it work?
People were able to register their interest in the group by email or online.
Details of householders ready to have their property surveyed were then
forwarded to the buying group’s chosen installer who would then contact the
householder directly and organises a free survey. The contract was between
the householder and installation company, who was paid in instalments, with
the final 50 per cent paid when the system was up and running. The
householders subsequently received their discount as a series of rebates
based on a sliding scale of discounts that was dependent on how many
households sign up to the group. The group was ultimately able to secure a
discount of 15 per cent off the installer's best prices.
Working in partnership with local businesses
The group partnered with Good Energy, an independent, ethical, renewable
energy provider, based in Wiltshire. Good Energy helped run and promote the
project. The group also partnered with Freesource Energy, a specialist
installer of renewable energy products also based in Wiltshire.
The feed-in tariff scheme is currently under review. The estimate of how long
it takes to recover the cost of installing panels is likely to change as a result of
the review. Further information can be found at www.decc.gov.uk.
For more information:
Wikisolar – for further information on the TTM 100 Solar Project
http://wikisolar.editme.com
Solar Wantage Group Buying Scheme
www.sustainablewantage.org.uk

Up2Us – Buying activities and services together

Pilot projects in Oxfordshire and
Knowsley have developed local social
networking websites for people who use
social care, to enable them to find others
with similar interests in order to buy
activities and services together. So, for
example, if two people wanted to play
badminton together they could share the costs of renting a court. The
community portals are also a forum for providers to develop new services
together with users.
The community portals are part of a project to test out collective purchasing in
social care. The project managers in the two areas both wanted to find a way
to link up people with similar interests. Julia Brett, the project manager in
Oxfordshire says: ‘We spoke to lots of service users about collective
purchasing. Everyone thought it was great. ‘The problem is that we can’t find
people who’ve got a shared interest. That’s how the idea of a community
portal came about’.
Pilot funding (£7000 for each
area) paid for CDSM Interactive
to develop its software, People
and Places, for the community
portal. CDSM Interactive has
been developing the online
community networking tool for
the past 5 years. The company
specialises in developing software that is accessible, usable, safe and secure.
The initial idea was that the software could be used by people with learning
disabilities, although it also has general applicability. The site focuses on
bringing people together online and connecting people to actively do things
together in their own local community. People and Places offers a safe and
secure alternative to other social networking sites, such as Facebook. It
provides a practical way for people to come together on-line and off-line to
make choices about purchasing services in ways that have never been done
before. There are safeguards built into the system for people who need them.
For example, users are buddy up'd with other members who can help them
make choices in their use of the site.
In Oxfordshire, a group of service users with learning disabilities, Up2Us
champions, had a central role in making decisions about what was included in
the portal and how it looked. The website, which is open to the general public,
has about 100 users. ‘It’s not just for people with a learning disability or those
with a social care budget but for everybody in the community. It aims to

enable people to have more choice and control, to be linked through their
interests, reduce isolation and promote well-being by doing things that really
make a difference to having a fulfilling life’ says Julia Brett. The Knowsley
project, which started six months later than the Oxfordshire project, is less
advanced. It is used by people getting social care and currently has 40 users.
The two project managers have thought about how to make the portals
accessible to people who wouldn’t normally use computers. In Oxfordshire,
people meet in an internet café and libraries with computers, and some
service providers have communal computers. Julia Brett also suggests that
people could collectively purchase a computer. They also provide training to
get on-line and safety on-line. The project manager in Knowsley, Ursula
Rigert, hopes to get funding to buy laptops for people without a computer.
The schemes are part of a project to test out collective purchasing amongst
people who get a Personal Budget to pay for social care. The pilot projects, a
total of six, are being run by the Housing Action Charity, HACT. With Personal
Budgets, the local authority pays cash to people who need social care and
support. They can choose to buy some or all services themselves, rather
than the local authorities providing them.
Personal Budgets are intended to put people in control and allow them to
choose the support that suits them best. However, there were concerns that
people might, in practice, find it difficult to have a significant impact on the
development of services. In addition, if people are buying services
individually, economies of scale would be lost. The pilots are intended to test
whether collective purchasing can be a way of putting people in control and
keeping some economies of scale.
The Up2Us pilot in Oxfordshire has come to an end. While additional funding
is keeping the portal going, Julia Brett is looking to develop a financially
sustainable model for the long term. Her vision is to have 5,000 users, and to
finance it by charging service providers for advertising on the portal. One of
the champions made a successful pitch at a Dragons Den event run by
SITRA, an organisation which provides leadership in the housing, social and
care sector. She won three-quarters of the money (sadly, the money was
fake…).
In another development in the Knowsley pilot, three tenants at an Extra Care
Accommodation Scheme have bought gym equipment between them which
they could not have afforded as individuals. Although they could go to a gym,
they wanted to use the equipment in the evenings and as a hub for
socialising. Ursula Rigert led the project, and the tenants selected the
equipment. They also came up with the idea of inviting other tenants to use it
and charging them. It was agreed that income from the membership fees
would be used for maintenance and buying additional equipment.
There have been a lot of issues to deal with. For example, health and safety
concerns and legal questions about whom the equipment belonged to and
what would happen if one of the tenants left. The tenants formed an

unincorporated association and participated in drawing up an agreement to
cover these points. However, Ursula Rigert is hoping that it will be possible to
start use very shortly. Her experience is that, while professionals see the
benefits of collective purchasing, but also the obstacles, service users are
immediately very enthusiastic.
The Up2Us pilot is funded by HACT, the Department of Health and
Communities and Local Government. The Richmond Fellowship is match
funding the Knowsley Up2Us project.
Nef (the New Economics Foundation) is evaluating the pilots. The evaluation
asks two key questions:


Does collective purchasing have a positive impact on the lives of
people with Personal Budgets?



Does collective purchasing enable people to use budgets in a way that
influences the provider market and future provision, and create benefits
for its members and the wider community?

Early findings have shown that collective purchasing is largely being used to
fund social activities, as service users thought this was important to make a
difference to their lives. It is hoped, though, to extend collective purchasing
further, to other services and to accommodation.
For more information:
You can see the two community portals at:
www.knowsleyup2us.co.uk/Gateway/up2usknowsley/index.aspx
www.up2uscommunity.co.uk/Gateway/up2us/index.aspx
For interim evaluation reports see:
http://hact.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/up2usReport_web_version.pdf
http://hact.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/up2usReport_Interim_0911_final_web.pdf

Allen Valleys Oil Buying Co-operative
The AV Oil Buying Co-operative is a local fuel oil buying group located in the
south of Northumberland. It was set up in the summer of 2011. The group
already has 112 members which include local residents, businesses and
organisations in the local community. The group focuses on purchasing
heating oil (kerosene) (generally used domestically to heat homes), red diesel
(also used for agricultural and industrial purposes as well as a home heating
oil) and white diesel (generally used in every day road vehicles).
The idea
Rocketing fuel prices and the fuel poverty it generates for more and more
users of fuel oil prompted Sustainable Allendale, an existing community “think
tank”, to consider the set up of an oil buying group. Research into the creation
of the group revealed a good opportunity to address these issues.
How does the group work?
Those wanting to join the group can register their interest by email, phone or
in person, at a specified time, at the local village hall. Each month the group
administrator, Lauren Langton, contacts its members specifying when an
order needs to be made by. Members are free to make a purchase as and
when fuel is needed and are not tied in each month. Each purchasing
member specifies the amount of fuel they require and the administrator
calculates the total amount of fuel ordered for that month. Various suppliers
are then contacted in order to obtain the best price. Suppliers can vary each
month. Details of the group members that have made an order are passed to
the chosen supplier and the members are told which supplier has been
chosen and the price that has been negotiated. The member is then
contacted directly by the oil supplier to arrange delivery and payment. Selling
to a group in the local community means the oil supplier is able to take the
most effective and cost efficient route when delivering the oil. After the
delivery has been arranged, a full update is sent to all members via email
together with updated notices in newsletter and posters.
Communication between the group and its members takes place via email.
Members who do not have access to a computer are able to contact the
administrator in the first week of the month they wish to order oil.
The benefits
The creation of the group has proven to have many benefits, for example:


The more oil that can be bought in one go the more the cost comes down
per litre, so buying oil collaboratively means cheaper oil for all those
buying through the group. Typically a member saves 3 pence per litre,
that’s a £30 saving for a 1,000 litre order.



The ability to buy in bulk through the group also means members can buy
oil at the same discounted price regardless of how much fuel they
personally order. This is particularly beneficial for those members who are
not in a financial position to order in large quantities so that they can get
fuel at a lower price. It is one way of tackling the increasing fuel poverty
caused by volatile fuel prices.



Buying from the groups takes away the hassle of contacting a variety of
suppliers, monitoring prices and ensuring oil is ordered when demand is
low so that the best price is obtained. This can all be left to the group
administrator.



The creation of such a community initiative helps promote community
spirit, creating goodwill and a feeling of local empowerment.



Buying as a group means fewer deliveries being made by large oil tankers,
this means lower CO2 emissions, less fuel being used up to deliver oil and
in turn benefits the environment.

Tip:
To maintain your bargaining power and make the most of fluctuating oil prices
don’t tie your group in with one supplier. Always leave your group room to
shop around.
If you’re interested in setting up or joining an oil buying group see:
www.citizensadvice.org.uk/oilclubs/oilclubs-info.htm

Oxfordshire Rural Community Council
– Oil Bulk Buying Scheme

Oxfordshire Rural Community Council (ORCC) is running a large-scale
consortium of heating oil clubs across the county and has now expanded,
within the first year, to cover 19 other counties.
In Oxfordshire alone, the scheme covers 48 communities, covered by 30
volunteer co-ordinators .There are already over 500 members. Members
generally save about £45 on a 1,000 litre delivery, a saving of towards ten per
cent.
After chief executive Linda Watson launched the scheme, it became obvious
to her that the business model would work not just in Oxfordshire but in other
counties as well. Only three months after the launch, she spoke at a
conference of other RCC Chief Executives and found a willing and
enthusiastic audience. She has franchised the business model and it is rapidly
rolling out across England.
ORCC, a charity is delivering the scheme through a trading arm, ORCC
Trading Ltd. Community Buying UnLimited, a company run by Chris Pomfret,
is an important part of the business model, negotiating on behalf of all
customers to get the best value deals. Participating counties pay Community
Buying unLimited a fee for undertaking the negotiations. Chris Pomfret says:
“For the most vulnerable and isolated people, the savings can be as high as
20-25 per cent. This is because they generally buy smaller amounts and may
be on less favourable payment schemes.” Members of the scheme pay a £20
annual membership fee.
Linda Watson says: “We are looking at other products – the longer game
being to get the environmental/renewables message out there. Meanwhile, we
have acted quickly to offer bulk-bought bags of rock salt to households, via
Parish Councils. Although that scheme is only two weeks old, Chris is already
getting better prices. Again, we know this can be rolled out far more widely
than just Oxfordshire.”
“At the heart of the business model is the fact that we have rooted it through
our local links in communities. Our co-ordinators are enthusiastic and
although some are working full time and are already busy people, they are
spreading the word and the membership is rising steadily. It is the credibility
given by the recommendations of friends and neighbours that gives us such
strength – and we know that will work in our favour when we move to further
develop the concept.”

The 500th buyer to be signed up in Oxfordshire said: “Recently we heard of a
fellow villager paying 77p per litre from their regular supplier and on the Bulk
Oil Scheme we have just been quoted 54.55p per litre. It really speaks for
itself.”

Brighter Living Partnership
Southport, Merseyside

What is it?
The Partnership runs seven food cooperatives, three in the north and four in
the south in the borough of Sefton, Merseyside. The Partnership started as a
result of a prompt from the local Primary Care Trust (PCT). There were
concerns about healthy eating, including access to affordable fruit and
vegetables. The PCT decided to fund the Brighter Living Partnership to
provide fruit and vegetables cooperatives in the north (Southport and Formby)
of the borough. Latterly, this expanded into the south of the borough, possibly
more deprived than the north. There are about 175 regular customers, as well
as a lot of drop-in customers, particularly in the south.
The Co-ops in the north have been going for about 4 years, those in the south
for about 6 months.
Originally the food coops were run by the Womens’ Royal Voluntary Service
(WRVS). As they were unable to continue, they asked the Partnership to take
over. Some of the groundwork had already been done, in recruiting volunteers
for example. Membership was built up through dealings with private, public
and voluntary sector partner organisations, totalling 80-90 bodies.
In addition to the role of promoting a healthier lifestyle, the Partnership
attaches great importance to its social inclusion activities, for example it runs

allotments aimed at people suffering from depression to ensure that they are
doing some type of activity.
A lot of the goods are locally produced. Farm shops are used occasionally or
sometimes any outlet where an item can be obtained cheaply. The
Partnership is looking to find premises to store goods – a shop front for
example – so as not to be reliant on daily deliveries. It should then be possible
to reduce prices even more, so that customers would pay significantly less
than they would at a supermarket
The Partnership is registered as a charity, which comes under the umbrella of
the local Council for Voluntary Service (CVS). The CVS provides resources
including finance and HR. The CVS also provides a lot of help/advice on
setting up constitutions, forming companies, etc for small organisations.
How it works
The Partnership comprises four paid staff and around 40 volunteers. Most of
the volunteers are older. It was not easy to recruit volunteers from deprived
areas. The Partnership saw volunteering as a step between being
unemployed and going into a work environment. This transition can be an
enormous jump for some people.
Being a charity, making money is not of primary concern, but any small profit
made is automatically ploughed back into the business, to cover things like
running a delivery van, buying bags (for packing), publicity, etc.
Given the scale of the Partnership’s operations, it would struggle to survive
without employing paid staff. The staff focus on things like buying from
wholesale, sorting out invoices, etc. There is also the logistics of ensuring
there is no wastage and delivering to several locations.
The Partnership deals directly with the supplier if there are issues of quality or
trust. Customer feedback surveys are undertaken.
Volunteers are funded to go on food-handling hygiene courses, health and
safety awareness courses, etc. Specific courses can sometimes also be
sponsored. Volunteers are also Criminals Record Bureau (CRB) checked.
There are peer mentor training courses, which can lead to a national
qualification and placement through partner organisations.
Paid employees make the deliveries to the co-ops and individuals. Volunteers
sell the produce and collect the money. The person who has responsibility for
running the co-op does the banking.
The Partnership has a Constitution in place, which includes arrangements for
volunteers. An audit trail for money is in place.
Bureaucracy and legal issues are dealt with by the CVS, but the Partnership
is able to deal with some. For a smaller organisation it might not be so easy.

The Partnership is covered by public liability insurance. The delivery van is
insured and so are individual members. It is not cheap, but it is important for
the Partnership to provide a service. It also pays insurance on the property it
occupies.
Money matters
The monthly spend on supplies is around £2,500. The Partnership is invoiced
daily and pays suppliers monthly.
The Partnership finds it helpful that accounts are the responsibility of the CVS
employees, which makes it easier to focus on other things. Most of the
records are done manually, but electronic records are done by Nicky
Speakman and Matthew Smith of the Partnership.
Quarterly reviews are held with the PCT on how any money is used. However,
there is a good trusting relationship and the assumption is that any money
would be used wisely. There is NHS funding of £10,000 yearly – to set up new
co-ops in the south.
The facility to buy online and to pay using PayPal is available – but this is not
used a lot. Generally 2/3 orders a week are done using this method. This
method is more likely to be used by people in less deprived areas. The
system is primarily cash- based. Cheques are accepted, as are food vouchers
– see image below. The PCT gives out vouchers in certain cases, e.g. low
income groups, which are sometimes distributed through chemists.

People tend to pre-order the same items, so it’s easier to keep a track of
requirements.
Marketing
Publicity is done through the internet, leaflets to new customers, word of
mouth, occasional press releases, advertising through partner organisations
and Facebook pages. The Partnership also attends different events, including
open days at schools. Orders are taken through childrens’ centres in the area.
Newsletters are also sent to the partners. Additionally, registration forms are
collected as part of the arrangement with the PCT. People decide if they want
to receive any marketing material. This method would advertise any services
in the area; for example, no smoking week.

In the north, care homes for older people were targeted, taking mainly fruit
and some vegetables, as the residents did not have access to local shops.
Sheltered accommodation was also targeted.
The Partnership has been working with housing associations to explore new
markets, but more time and resources would be needed to do this. It will be
working with One Vision housing in the future but would like to develop work
with SMEs dropping off fruit baskets. This will need a marketing campaign.

Tips:




Know your area
Know the people
Know the product

Checklist for setting up a community buying
group
 Can I find other people who might share my interest in buying
things as a group?

 What can we buy better as a group than we could as individuals (it

would be cheaper or more convenient, or we could pool our knowledge
about how to buy it)?

 Have we worked out if there are enough people to buy what we
want to buy, at at least the price we can buy it for?

 Have we thought about why people will buy through or from us and not
from the competition?

 Have we worked out what resources we need (premises, people,
money, equipment)?

 Have we considered how we can find these resources? Could we get
things for free or low cost?

 Have we worked out what all our costs are going to be?
 Have we found out what kind of advice and support may be available to
help us?

 Have we found suppliers for what we want to buy?
 Have we produced a plan which shows if our idea has a strong chance
of success?

 Have we decided how we want the group to operate? Do we need
to decide on formal roles and ways of working? Do we need a
legal structure?

 How are we going to market and promote what we are doing? Have we
identified our customers and how we are going to reach them?

 Have we worked out how the group will handle money matters?
Do we need a bank account?

 Have we investigated how the law might affect our group (especially if
it’s running on lines that are more like a business)?

How do we get started?
If you are interested in setting up a community buying group, one of the first
steps is to find out if others share this interest and who would be prepared to
join together with you. There are a number of ways of doing this:


Speak to neighbours and friends.



Make contact with community
organisations, clubs, societies, church
groups, parent and toddler groups, parish
councils etc



If you are already in a group of some kind,
this could be a good place to start. For
example, colleagues who work with you or
other parents at your child’s school.



Advertise locally via parish magazines,
local websites.



Use social media networks such as
Facebook and Twitter.

You may want to gauge interest by arranging a meeting, for example, at
someone’s home or a room in a community centre or village hall. You can put
forward initial ideas about what the benefits of forming a group would be, and
ask for reactions and suggestions. What would people like to consider buying
together? And what aspect do they want to focus on: convenience, price,
service, quality? Would people be willing to volunteer?
It’s a good idea to get someone to record the key points of the meeting,
including names and contact details of those attending. People can also be
asked if they have any particular skills or experience to offer, for example,
computer and IT skills, managing finances, promotion and marketing etc.
Rather than set up your own group, you
may want to join an existing one, if there
is one in your area. This will save you
time, although setting up your own group
means you can make it work exactly as
you want. To find out about heating oil
groups and food co-operatives, see:
www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit
and
www.citizensadvice.org.uk/oilclubs/oilclu
bs-info.htm

You might already belong to a craft club, allotment group, reading group,
knitting and sewing circles, or amateur arts or dramatic society. Many of these
groups benefit financially by buying their resources and materials collectively.
Your local support and development organisation for voluntary and community
groups can provide people, support and resources to help get your initiative
going.

So what are the next steps?
The group needs to make some key decisions at the outset.


Do you want a formal system of members? If so, should anyone be able to
join or should it be restricted to specific sections of the community (for
example, parents at a school, or people living in a particular area)? The
larger the group, the more likelihood there is of achieving savings, but the
very size could prove unwieldy. Conversely, a smaller group is easier to
manage, but its purchasing power will be smaller too.



What is the best way to communicate with each other
e.g. email, phone call, texting?



Do you want to charge a fee to join the group to
help cover costs? Be careful not to set it so high
that it could put people off joining (you could
offer people free membership in some
circumstances).
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Should any members be allowed to get any personal financial benefit (for
example, should they be compensated for the time they spend organising
things?). This may help your group to be sustainable in the longer term. It
is important that any personal financial benefit is agreed and that the rest
of the group knows about it from the start. Equally, if your group agrees
that they don’t want anyone to benefit in this way, it should be made clear
to members.

Do you just want to sell to your members only or to the public more widely?
You will need to think about this when planning your project. You might want
to offer your members bigger discounts to encourage them to join.
Some groups may not want a formal committee or the paperwork involved
with formal meetings. But it can be an advantage to have clear roles for
different people, such as who is going to be responsible for chairing meetings,
keeping records of key decisions, managing finances, recruiting members and
keeping records of their contact details.

It’s a good idea to consider, particularly if your group gets bigger, whether you
want to make your purpose, structure and rules more formal. (See How do we
organise our group?).

How do we plan our project?
It is important to decide what the goals for your group are; consider whether
it's feasible to achieve them, investigate different options for making it work
and plan how you are going to put your project into effect. The key questions
to consider are:
-

What need or demand is there for what you want to bulk buy?

-

What should the group buy and how much?

-

Who should the group buy from?

-

If you are planning to buy and sell on, how are you going to sell what
you’ve bought?

One of the first things to consider is whether people are likely to buy through
your group and, if so, how many? What do they want and need? And will your
group suit their needs? A large number of people need to want or need
something similar, for you to buy in bulk and save money. It's important to find
out if retailers are already supplying what you plan to sell at a price or quality
or convenience that you can't improve on.
This means consulting people or doing some market research. You will need
to speak to people who would be your customers to find out if they want and
would use the group.
There are lots of ways to do this. It doesn't have to involve a lot of time or any
money. It could be done through informal conversations with friends and
neighbours, a questionnaire, holding a public meeting or focus group, or using
online forums.
It's a good idea to do more thorough and systematic market research if your
project is large scale and ambitious (and this may cost some money). And if
you want to apply for funding for your group, you may need the results of
market research to show convincingly that the group would work and would
benefit people. You may be able to raise some funds to pay for market
research (for example, to pay for a trained facilitator to run a consultation
event or focus group). (See Raising money).
The kind of questions you need to ask people will depend on the focus of your
group but are likely to include:



Do you have any problems buying certain things? For example, they
are expensive, you can’t get to the shops, or you don’t know enough
about how to go about buying them.




How important are those things to you?
Would you be likely to use this group?






What things would you be likely to buy?




How much would you be likely to spend through the group?

Where do you buy these things now?
How much do you spend on this at present?
What would the group need to do to persuade you to change your
buying habits?
How would you want to make purchases (e.g. if you are setting up a
shop, what days and times would people come to buy; what location
would be convenient?)

You can also ask if people would be interested in volunteering or getting
involved in running the group and the best way to communicate with people
(for marketing purposes).
In addition, talk to people who are already active in the local community and
to local public services to find out their views on what is needed and what
resources there might be to help your group succeed.

Tip: Don't raise people's expectations too highly about what can be achieved
or the levels of savings they are likely to get.
Map out resources that could help you in your area:
- Community buildings and other facilities, such as computer equipment,
that you might be able to use
-

Groups already in existence in the community (e.g. clubs, classes,
churches) who might want to work together with you, buy from you or
help promote your group.

-

Where you might be able to get training or access to skills.

You will also need to find out about businesses that can supply you with your
product or service, what they are selling and how much for. (See Suppliers).
And is there anyone else doing what you want to do in your area? If so,
should you join up with them? Or do you offer something a bit different or
extra?
Once you have done your research, it is useful to produce an action plan
setting out:
- What you are going to do
-

How you are going to do it

-

Who is going to do it

-

When and where

-

What resources you need to do it (e.g. money, premises, skills) and where
you will find them

For a useful and simple template for an action plan see:
www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit/planning
You need to work out how much the costs are likely to be and take this into
account when considering the feasibility of your plan.
If your group is large scale and you want to apply for large amounts of
funding, then you may need a more detailed business plan. For a business
plan template see www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit/planning.
You can also get information and support with business planning from
www.businesslink.gov.uk/newservices.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants also provides an initial free
consultation to a wide range of enterprises.
http://www.businessadviceservice.com
Information about business mentoring can be found at Mentorsme.
You might want to put some short-term goals in your plan that will help you
reach your objective – for example, recruiting a certain number of volunteers.

Suppliers
You will need to find businesses that can supply you with the product or
services you are interested in. You will want, preferably, to find businesses
willing to give a discount for bulk buying.
Suppliers include:
- Wholesalers and cash and carries. They usually only sell to
businesses. To register for a trade card, which allows you entry, your
group would generally need documents such as a bill, invoice or VAT
receipt. Community buying groups who don't have these documents
and would like advice on how to register should contact the Federation
of Wholesale Distributors at nikki@fwd-uk.com or 01323 724952.
-

Retailers (who offer a discount or have cheap deals).

How you identify suppliers and deal with them will vary a lot depending on
what it is you are buying. However, it is very likely to involve negotiating with
the supplier to get the best deal. As you are buying in bulk, this gives you an
advantage when asking for discounts.
However, price is not the only factor when selecting who to buy from. Other
factors include reliability and good customer service. Think about what
requirements you may have in addition to price and find out if suppliers can
meet them. Building a good relationship with your supplier is also important.

Tips:
If you have a number of potential suppliers ask them all the same standard
questions so you can compare their answers easily.
Talking to businesses helps you learn about the products or services you are
buying, which will help you run your group.
Don't just negotiate on price as this can potentially lower quality.
Being prepared to switch suppliers, or having more than one supplier, can
encourage them to keep prices down. On the other hand, building and
keeping a good relationship with one supplier may help you to make sure that
you continue to get what you want from them.
The price of some goods or services may go up and down frequently (e.g.
certain fruits and vegetables, heating oil). To get the best deal, you will need
to keep an eye on price changes to pick the right time to buy.
Example: the R Shop Bulk Buying group looks out for multibuys and special
offers on household goods from supermarkets, and stockpiles them to sell in
their shop.
Food co-operatives buy food from a range of sources including local
wholesalers and wholesale markets, whole food suppliers, farmers, and
sometimes retailers. It is worth asking local retailers if they will offer a discount
for a bulk order, especially if you can commit to buying from them regularly.
For more information on food suppliers, see
www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit
If you are buying something relatively complex and expensive (such as solar
panels) you will need to do in-depth research into what different suppliers
offer. To select your supplier it's a good idea to carry out a tendering exercise
where you ask a number of suppliers to bid.
Tendering
With a tendering exercise, you identify what your requirements are, set them
out on paper and ask suppliers to submit bids. You assess the bids according
to standard criteria.
It’s a good idea to do some preliminary investigation of suppliers first, and
narrow down the number you ask to bid. That saves time having to assess
lots of bids (and saves suppliers their time too).
It's good practice for a number of people to assess bids rather than just one
person. Having several people means they notice different elements of the
bids that one person might miss. The group can collectively get a better
understanding of bids by exchanging views.

Example: Sustainable Wantage (a voluntary and not for profit group) ran a
tendering exercise where they asked installers of solar panels to submit bids.
The successful bidders were chosen based on product quality, credibility and
price.
For specialist advice on what to consider when dealing with suppliers of
heating oil, see Best Practice in Oil Buying Groups.
In heating oil clubs and some solar energy groups, while the group's organiser
negotiates the deal with the supplier on behalf of members, it is the
responsibility of each individual member to pay the supplier. The organiser
does not have to handle money, making things simpler. This can also help to
ensure that group members benefit from consumer protection legislation.
If the supplier still needs to process payments separately, this can reduce its
cost savings and therefore the savings for your group. If you are buying
something very expensive, though, this reduction in savings would make little
difference.
If you do take this option, you will still need a clear agreement with the
supplier about what it will provide to your group’s members. Members need to
be clear about payment arrangements too.
You may want to consider whether or not you want the agreement to be
legally binding. If you want to be able to make a claim against the supplier if
things go wrong, then you will need the agreement to be legally binding. It
may be fine, to have an agreement which is not legally binding, if you think
you would never want to bring a claim. An agreement doesn’t have to be
written down to be legally binding. The simplest way to make your intention
clear, though, is to write in the agreement whether or not it is intended to be
legally binding.
Example: Transition Town Marlow 100 Solar group made a written
agreement, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), with its supplier,
Freesource Energy, although its members paid the company directly for the
installation of solar panels at their houses. Philip Ditchfield, the Project Lead,
explains: “Our requirements, the discounts, payment structure, type of
equipment, technology, and so on, were defined in a document rather than
just agreed verbally. The MoU was also a guide to how the project was to be
implemented. It wasn’t legally binding, but we felt it was simpler, quicker and
less expensive than having a lawyer draft a contract.”

How should we organise our group?
It’s a good idea to consider, particularly if your group gets bigger, whether you
want to make your purpose, structure and rules more formal.
The lack of a written agreement may be a hindrance. For example, members
may be uncertain about what the group is setting out to achieve and how you
are going to operate.
If the group wants to open a bank account or apply for funding, you are likely
to need to provide governing documents such as terms of reference, a written
constitution, or a statement of your rules and aims and objectives. A bank or
lender will want to know precisely who they are dealing with.
These documents set out what your group has agreed, for example, on who
can join, the roles and responsibilities of group members, how decisions will
be made, how any funds will be used, etc.
There are standard templates that tell you what you need to consider. (See
Annex A).
It could be helpful to seek advice on how the group should operate from other
organisations, such as other similar groups. But to be lasting, the group must
be responsible for running itself. Having some written documentation about
how the group operates and decision making can help groups continue
running in the longer term.

Legal structures
These are legal forms which your group may want to adopt, particularly if it
gets bigger and more ambitious. The law can affect you in different ways
depending on what you have chosen. One of the main decisions is whether to
be unincorporated or incorporated.
Unincorporated
Unincorporated associations are an informal structure of people who have
come together for a particular purpose. An unincorporated association can
operate with terms of reference or written constitution. Operating as an
unincorporated association means that if it experiences financial difficulties,
members are personally liable for the debts of the group.

Incorporated
With most incorporated bodies, on the other hand, members automatically
have limited liability. That is, members will not have to bear all the costs if the
group faces financial difficulties. As the group gets bigger, it may take bigger
risks and so the advantages of incorporation increase. There are different
types of incorporated body which include:
 Limited Company – this corporate legal structure can be adapted to
suit most purposes. Directors manage the business on
behalf of its members, whose liability is limited by
guarantee or by shares (companies limited by
guarantee are often used for social or not for profit
enterprises, whilst companies limited by shares are
normally used for companies which are intended to be profit making).


Community Interest Company – a limited company which exists to
provide benefits for the community.

Both have to be registered with Companies House.
A Co-operative
Your group might also want to consider becoming a co-operative. They can
take a number of legal forms. These include the Industrial and Provident
Societies (IPSs) which are incorporated legal forms. There are two types of
IPS.
1. The IPS Co-operative: Its basic characteristics are one
member, one vote; if profits are shared between
members, they must be shared equitably and there must
be no artificial restrictions on membership.
2. Community Benefit Societies, similar to IPS Cooperatives, but have a requirement to primarily benefit
people other than their members.
The advantage of both forms is that they guarantee members’
rights and democratic decision making. They are both registered
with the Financial Services Authority. Co-operatives sign up to
the principles of the International Co-operative Alliance.

Forms of organisations
Type of
structure

Informal
Buying club

Unincorporated

Incorporated

What it is

A group of
individuals
coming
together for a
particular
purpose. No
formal
agreement
about
objectives,
roles or how it
will work

A group of
individuals
coming together
for a particular
purpose but has
a terms of
reference or
written
constitution. It is
not a separate
entity. Includes
some cooperatives.

Registered as a
separate entity – often
a company – and so
recognised as having
an identity in its own
right (i.e. has rights
and duties separate
from its members).

Advantages

Disadvantages

Flexible and
Still relatively
easy if your
easy and flexible.
group is new
No paperwork to
or small and submit to external
you aren’t
regulators and
taking any
you don’t need to
financial risks.
inform anyone.
No costs or
Little or no start
administration.
up costs.
Could cause
problems if
unclear what
group is trying
to achieve
and how it
operates .
Could be a
barrier to
raising funds
and opening a
bank account

No protection for
members if group
gets into financial
difficulties or
incurs other
liabilities.
Because it is not
a separate legal
entity, it can’t
own property or
enter into
contracts (though
its members can
do so).

Various forms e.g.
Limited Company;
Community Interest
Company, and IPSs.
Protection for
members if group gets
into financial difficulties
or has other liabilities.
So useful if your group
is taking risks such as
borrowing money,
leasing premises,
taking on employees.
Some administration
and cost. Potentially
more responsibilities
for complying with
legal requirements.
Need to appoint
officers who will have
legal responsibilities.

The legal form you take will have implications for your legal responsibilities. If
you form an incorporated body, you are likely to have more administrative
responsibilities. It may also be more likely that that body is found to be
carrying on a business, which may have implications for the application of
consumer protection legislation. However, the legal form is not decisive as to

whether a business is being carried on. (See Community Buying Groups and
the Law).
For further guidance choosing a structure for your social enterprise see:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?topicId=1077475650
For more detail on the pros and cons of different legal structures, and whether
to be incorporated or unincorporated, see:
www.getlegal.org.uk
Get Legal is a free online reference and decision making tool for charities,
social enterprises and co-operatives which aims to demystify issues such as
legal forms.
The Co-operatives UK guide: ‘Simply legal’
www.uk.coop/simplyseries
For information about how to become a cooperative, and advice and training available,
see:
www.uk.coop/economy/start-a-co-operative
www.co-operative.coop/enterprisehub
Charities
Being a charity gives a legal status; it’s not a group’s legal form.
Operating as a charity has tax advantages and can help fundraising. But
registering as a charity imposes some regulatory requirements and may
reduce flexibility. There are also restrictions on the type of trading a charity
can engage in (unless the charity has a trading subsidiary).
Charity Commission (England and Wales)
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator

How do we run our group?
This section covers:
 Premises
 Resources and equipment
 Administration
 Volunteers

Premises
Depending on the focus and scale of your project, you may not need
premises. A small group can run in someone's home or you may operate as
an online or telephone network. But you may need storage for goods and a
place to sell them and/or want to be open to large numbers of people. In
which case places such as schools, church halls, community centres and
other community buildings could be suitable locations.
Things to consider are:
 Location: will your customers find it easy to get to?


The rent: ideally you want a venue that is free or cheap. But some
community organisations may rely on income from renting rooms. So you
will need to sell the benefits to the organisation of letting you have rooms
for free, for example, by attracting people who will use other services or
activities.



Storage and/or selling space: how much do you need and how much is
available?



Whether people already use the venue: if your group operates at a place
and time where people already meet, then it will help you to reach out to
people who might buy from you or join your group.



Access to a computer, printer and photocopier: will the venue provide this?
How much will they charge?

See also Community buying groups and the law – Renting business premises.

Resources and equipment
What you need will depend on the focus and scale of your group and whether
you are handling cash.

- Cash box or till – you may
not need a till if you
operate on a small scale,
but it's quicker and easier if
you have a lot of
customers.
- Calculator
- Access to phone, computer
and printer, photocopier
and perhaps a fax
machine.
- Transport. You can use a
member's car although if
your group gets bigger
then you may consider
raising funds to buy a
vehicle. You will need
suitable insurance. Even if you are not buying a vehicle for the group, you
may need to check that the insurance for a member’s car would cover the
group’s purposes.
Alternatively, you could rent or use a carclub. For more details of carclubs
(which include both commercial and community operators) see
www.carplus.org.uk/carplus.
-

Other equipment. If you are selling food, you may need
equipment such as scales, bags, boxes and shopping
baskets (see www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit). You
can ask local businesses to donate equipment or can look
out for or advertise for equipment (new or secondhand) on
Freecycle. Freecycle groups match people who have
things they want to get rid of with people who can use
them.

For more details on ways to fund equipment see Raising money section.

Administration
It's good to have clear and simple procedures that everyone knows about and
are easy to follow.

In some groups, customers need to order what they want in advance so that
you know how much to buy from suppliers. You will need to develop a
procedure for collecting and recording orders.
You also need to consider what the arrangements are for customers to pay
you (or the supplier, if they pay the supplier directly). This should include
whether the customer will have to pay part or all of the cost if they cancel an
order. You should make these arrangements clear to your customers in
advance.
Options include taking orders by email, phone, using paper order forms or a
community website or Facebook page. If people don't have or use a
computer:
 A volunteer can coordinate orders on their behalf.
 Someone can 'buddy up' with them to help them use a computer.

When collecting orders, give people enough advance notice to respond to
you.
Example: the coordinator of Chieveley Oil Club, West Berkshire, sends out
email every 8-12 weeks to 210 households to ask for orders. Members return
orders by email and those without access to email ask neighbours and friends
to place orders on their behalf. The coordinator collates orders and additional
information on a spreadsheet, and then rings round suppliers to ask for prices.
See Best Practice for Oil Buying Groups.

Tip: When you order from suppliers, it's a good idea to order by fax or email
if you can, so everything is written down in case of problems.

Volunteers
If people volunteer their time for
free it is possible to keep costs low.
Many people say they enjoy and
gain a lot from volunteering,
including meeting new people,
making friends, getting more
confidence, developing new skills
and gaining experience that can be
used to get a new job.
It’s important to consider the time
needed to set up and run the
group, especially if you are one of the key people involved. Time will be
needed for administration and coordination, liaising with public services; PR
and marketing; dealing with customers and suppliers; and possibly fund
raising. Be realistic about how much time key people can commit to the group

(and if that time is limited, this may be a good reason for keeping the group a
manageable size).
Groups often have a core team of people who set up and run them. But you
may need other volunteers to help out (and to make sure they get and stay
involved it is a good idea for them to become group members). The group
needs to think how to involve volunteers so that the work is shared out, as
relying on one person can mean they get overloaded and the group could
collapse if or when that person move on.
Some points to consider are:
 How many volunteers you need


Whether there are specific tasks and roles you want to match volunteers to



How to recruit them such as through your local support and development
organisation, often called a Voluntary Action or Council for Voluntary
Services. REACH matches skilled volunteers to voluntary organisations.
www.volwork.org.uk. For young people see www.do-it.org.uk.

The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales also advertises
voluntary roles to its members free of charge and will be a good way of
sourcing volunteers with financial management experience. See
www.icaew.com.
 Whether you require a minimum contribution from them (e.g. number of
hours per month).
 Whether you are going to interview volunteers, give them an induction,
and set out the role and expectations in a written agreement
If you have lots of volunteers, you may want someone to coordinate them.
You need to consider:
 If you pay volunteers’ expenses then a wider range of people can
participate. However, you need to be careful because paying more than
out of pocket expenses can affect entitlement to state benefits and the
amounts could be taxable. It is safest to pay only volunteers’ direct costs
such as travel to and from home.


Under certain circumstances, you might be creating a contract of
employment with the volunteer. Certain responsibilities would then start to
apply. For further information, see sections on how the law applies to
employees and volunteers.



You may need to take out public liability insurance in case the volunteer
has an accident



There are potential health and safety requirements, particularly if your
group also employs people.

See also Community buying groups and the law.

Example: The ‘R shop’ in Maidstone, Kent, recruits volunteers for their bulk
buying group by establishing a link with a Time Banking scheme. Time
Banking links people locally to share their time and skills. In the R Shop
scheme, people earn credits for time spent volunteering, including
volunteering in the shop. They can then spend the credits in the shop.
www.timebanking.org/index.htm
For more information about volunteers and standard templates that you can
use to help you manage them, see:
www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit/volunteers/
www.volunteering.org.uk/Resources/goodpracticebank
www.volresource.org.uk/main/ind_peep.htm#vols
www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/advice-support (free membership for community
organisations with an income of less than £10,000 a year).

What about money?

Community organisations often give the main day-to-day responsibility for
finances to one person (the treasurer). However, everyone running the group
should share responsibility for making sure money is looked after.
If your group is quite small or members pay the supplier direct, your financial
administration will be relatively simple. This section tells you about the basics
as well as other topics you may need to know about if your group gets bigger
or more complex.
This section tells you about:
 Opening a bank account
 Planning and keeping track of money
 Ways for customers to pay you
 Costs and prices
 Raising money
 Tax and business rates
 Further information and sources of advice

Opening a bank account
You may not need one:
- If you are running a small scale group which only deals in cash

- If you are running a group where members, rather than the group, each
pay the supplier direct
But without a bank account:
- You will be limited to buying from suppliers who take cash (unless
group members pay suppliers directly)
- Relying on cash has risks such as money going astray.
- You won’t get the advantages of having a bank account such as a
cheque book or internet banking.
You will need a bank account if you want to make applications for funding.
Your first port of call should be to go into a local bank branch and speak to a
member of staff about the options available to you at that bank. Many banks
offer accounts that are tailored for community and voluntary organisations,
charities and co-operatives. Some banks also produce online guides to
finance for community organisations and treasurers.
Make sure you shop around. Many banks offer different services and
accounts with varying features. Ensure you’ve satisfied yourself and the
rest of the people in your group that you have had a chance to
understand what options are out there for you.
What to think about when opening an account


You may want to consider nominating at least two people who can
authorise withdrawals (such as cheques). Some banks allow several
signatories on to an account. Speak to your local bank to understand what
they offer.



Are you happy paying for services that a bank offers? Make sure you
compare the services offered by different banks and understand if there
are charges that come with them and how those are applied.



Do you want internet, post or phone access? Ask your bank about the
safest ways to authorise withdrawals and other transactions.



Do you want direct debit and credit facilities (paying suppliers directly)? If
so, you will need good financial and accounting systems.



If you have lots of cash, consider what interest the bank pays on the
money (it may not be much if you get free banking). You may want to open
a separate deposit account paying a higher rate.



Some community buying groups run in partnerships with others, such as
with local authorities and they may be able to open up a bank account on
your behalf.



Talk to your bank about their relationship managers. They will be available
to support you once you’ve opened an account and can provide

information on many things such as managing your cash flow and how to
save money.

Planning and keeping track of money
It’s a good idea to plan what money you will need and how you will use it.
Unless your group is extremely small scale, this means drawing up a budget,
say, for the next year ahead. You will also need to control how money is
received and spent. For example, keeping records of everything you spend
and the income you receive. Keep track regularly of how the finances are
going and how much cash you have.
The larger scale and more ambitious the project, the more sophisticated
budgets and controls needs to be.
You will need systems for handling money and keeping records of what you
spend, orders, sales and of members and customers' contact details. If you
are keeping personal data on members, customers or volunteers, then you
will need to comply with requirements of the Data Protection Act.
Information Commissioners’ Office: www.ico.gov.uk.
The budget should cover all your costs, including stock, transport,
photocopying, volunteer expenses etc. You should also keep receipts and
invoices.
You can keep records on paper or use a computer spreadsheet such as Open
Office/Libre Office Calc (which are available for free) or Microsoft Excel. The
advantages of using a spreadsheet are that it can be e-mailed to members; it
is in a standard format and it will calculate for you, for example, your total
sales or what you have spent. However, you will need access to a computer
and software and will need someone with IT skills to use it. You may be able
to get training.
However you decide to do it, make sure you have a copy of your records
(back-up computer or paper copy).
A more ambitious option would be an on-line ordering system. Your
customers will need to have internet access and it would be more expensive
for you to run.
It is a good idea for more than one person to have access to, and be able to
use, the finance system, in case the main person managing the finance is ill
or away.
If you are going to apply for funding, it is important to have good financial
records as funders may want to see your accounts.

Ways for customers to pay you
If customers are paying directly into your group’s bank account, then they can
pay you by cheque or, if it is a regular payment, by standing order. But if
customers don't have a bank account and are paying by cash, your group will
need simple procedures to make sure it doesn't run into problems. Everyone
handling cash will need to know these procedures. For more detailed
information on procedures for handling cash, see the Food Co-ops Toolkit.
Many banks also provide guidance for treasurers.

Costs and pricing
Consider whether you need to add a mark up to the price that you buy the
goods for, to cover your costs. You may not have many costs, especially if
you are operating out of someone's house and/or it's a small scale group.
Some groups charge a fee to members to cover expenses. This needs to be
clearly communicated to members.
Costs can include:
 Stock
 Rent
 Insurance
 Volunteer Expenses
 Buying and replacing equipment
 Office expenses (use of computer, photocopier, fax, stationery,
telephone etc)
 Transport costs
 Promotion and marketing

Tip: The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales advertises
voluntary positions to its members free of charge and will be a good way of
sourcing volunteers with financial management experience. See
www.icaew.com.

Raising money
Not all community buying groups need to raise funds or seek finance; for
example, if you are running a small scale group from home, or have use of
resources such as a community venue or computer equipment for free or low
cost. In some cases, you may be able to use the income from your sales to
cover any costs. Raising funding can in itself cost money and may involve
risk.
If, however, you do want to get additional funds, for example, to expand your
activities, there are a number of options:

Local support agencies for the voluntary and community sector: they
can help you to identify and approach potential sources of funding. To find
one near you, contact your local authority or see National Association of
Voluntary and Community Action, which has a searchable directory of local
support organisations carrying the whole of England.
The equivalent organisations in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales are:
The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations
The Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action
Wales Council for Voluntary Action
Other sources of information about grants are local Citizens Advice offices,
libraries and local authority websites.
Business sponsorship: local businesses may be able to offer cash or
benefits such as promotion and marketing, equipment or expertise. For
example, they might promote your buying group to its employees. The
businesses will benefit from good PR and goodwill.
Loans: from a bank, building society etc: You will need to be able to repay the
loan and any interest payment from your income, so there is some risk.
Community Development Financial Institutions: these provide loans to
people and businesses which have problems getting finance from mainstream
lenders. Some also offer business support and financial advice. As with taking
out any loan, there is some risk involved. See www.cdfa.org.uk.
Grants: from central and local government, the National Lottery and
charitable trusts. You will need a written constitution and bank account. If you
don’t have these yet, you may be able to apply via another organisation you
are working with, such as a school or community organisation. Funders
generally want to support new activity, rather than pay for on-going running
costs, so it is important to consider how you will manage once the money has
run out.
In all cases of funding it is important to be clear what, if any, legal obligations
are required in return for the funding, and who will be responsible for meeting
these obligations.

Tax
The way in which tax applies to your group will depend on its precise structure
and the activities your group engage in. This guide provides an overview of
possible tax implications that may or may not apply to your group. For specific
advice tailored to your group you can contact HM Revenue and Customs.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT is charged on most goods or services:
 supplied for consideration,
 by way of business,
 where the supplier is VAT registered.
Bodies have to register for VAT only when their sales exceed a certain
threshold, which in 2011/12 is £73,000. The HMRC website will give the latest
figure. Bodies making taxable supplies at a level below this amount can apply
to HMRC for VAT registration on a voluntary basis.
Bodies that are VAT registered and supply goods or services which are
subject to VAT can, with certain exceptions, recover the VAT paid on the
goods and services they purchase for their business. They must also account
to HMRC for VAT charged on goods or services they sell.
Will my group be considered a business?
For VAT purposes, the term ‘business’ has a wide meaning, which is more
concerned with how regularly supplies are made than with matters such as
intention and profit.
It is unlikely that an unincorporated group of individuals, which has simply
formed to take advantage of stronger purchasing power and only buys goods
and services for its members, will be regarded as conducting a business
activity for VAT purposes. It will, therefore, have no requirement or entitlement
to register for VAT.
It is possible that a group incorporated as a company could be making taxable
supplies of goods and services to its members, but this is not conclusive.
People thinking about forming groups are advised to seek advice on VAT from
HMRC. You should be especially careful to ensure that bulk ordering does not
lose the advantage of any relief from VAT that might be otherwise available.
Tax on profits made by your group
Corporation tax or income tax may need to be paid on the profits made by
your group.
The direct tax treatment of a group of individuals will depend on the structure
adopted by your group and the specific nature of its activities and it is possible
that your group may not be required to pay tax at all.

For further guidance on and how tax may affect your group see below:
Information on VAT:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/vat/index.htm
Information on Corporation tax and its effect on informal groups and
unincorporated associations:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/ct/clubs-charities-agents/clubs.htm
General information on corporation tax:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/ct/index.htm
Information on income tax:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/incometax/index.htm
Contact details at HMRC:
http://search2.hmrc.gov.uk/kbroker/hmrc/contactus/start.jsp
Business Rates
Business rates are paid by occupiers of most non-domestic premises
including shops and offices. Many groups will get free use of, or rent a room
from, community organisations and so won’t have to pay business rates.
However, if a group is the main occupier of non-domestic premises then
business rates will apply. Some groups may be able to apply for relief, for
instance, if they are a charity or non-profit organisation. Rural businesses
such as a local village shop may also obtain relief.
Further information on business rates and associated reliefs:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?r.l1=1086951342&r.l2=10873487
31&r.l3=1081626979&r.l4=1086066107&r.s=b&topicId=1081626979
For Scotland:
www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2008/01/guide
Charities
If a group is registered as a charity, it will receive some tax reliefs and be
exempt from paying some taxes.
Further information on charities and their tax liabilities:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?itemId=1082165796&type=RES
OURCES
www.hmrc.gov.uk/charities/tax/basics.htm#5

Other Information and Sources of Advice on Money Matters
Insurance:
See Community buying groups and the law
Information and sources of advice on money matters:
www.financehub.org.uk/introductory_guides.aspa
www.communityaccounting.org
Ask whether any local accountancy firms would be willing to give you free or
low cost advice.
Community Accountancy Self Help (CASH) provides on-line resource and
London based training courses, financial management factsheets and
resources.
www.cash-online.org.uk/
Business in the Community runs ProHelp, a scheme offering free professional
advice to communities in need of support, in Wales, England and Northern
Ireland.
www.bitc.org.uk/community/employee_volunteering/prohelp/index.html
Your local support and development organisation for voluntary and community
organisations may provide training on finance. To find one near you, contact
your local authority or the National Association of Voluntary and Community
Action website, www.navca.org.uk/directory which has a searchable directory
of local support organisations in England. The equivalent organisations in
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales are:
The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)
www.scvo.org.uk
o The Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NIVCA)
www.nicva.org/about-us
o Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA)
www.wcva.org.uk/main/dsp_home.cfm
o

How do we market and promote our group?
Think about marketing from the start. If what you are buying, or buying and
selling, or how you do it doesn’t appeal to customers your group won't
succeed. That's why initial research is so important to identify the people who
are most likely to buy through or from you (for example, families with young
children). See Planning your project section. You will also need to ensure it is
being bought, or bought and sold, at a price that people will pay while still
covering your costs.
There are a number of different ways to promote your group and to sell its
benefits. You should think about how to reach your particular target audience
most effectively (and at least cost). For example:
 Set up a Facebook Page


Visit local clubs and groups to talk about your project



Use notice boards for example in libraries and health centres or put a
notice in a shop window



Use newsletters (paper or email)



Give out information at community events and local markets



Create your own website (for example, you could make and upload a
short film).



Use local media (newspaper, radio, websites)



Use local email groups



Run a launch event or special promotions

If you don’t want your group to get too big (so that it stays manageable), then
you might want to limit how widely you publicise it.

Tips:
Find out how your potential customers currently get and receive information,
and what works already for them.
Get feedback from your customers – for example, what do they like about the
group? Can they think of any improvements?

How do I develop new skills?
Community buying groups are an excellent way to get new skills in setting up
and running both a community organisation and a business. These skills
include:
- Computers and IT
- Business planning
- Team working
- Managing money
- Fundraising
- Research
- Managing a project
- Communications
- Sales, promotion and marketing (e.g. producing leaflets or posters,
speaking to an audience about your group, creating a website)
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You may be able to find free or low cost ways of training or other help with
developing your skills.
Online Basics is a short, free course to help people who have no computer
skills with the basics they need to get online. It can be found at www.goon.co.uk and can be done at home with the help of a friend or family member
or in a UK Online Centre, for example, at a library or community centre.
www.ukonlinecentres.com/get-online-free-courses-help-support.html.
Learndirect offers online learning in subjects including Computers and IT, and
a range of business skills. If you don’t have a computer, there are over 400
centres in England where you can go online to learn.
http://learndirect.co.uk/courses

Your local support organisation for the voluntary and community sector may
provide training. To find one near you, contact your local authority or the
National Association of Voluntary and Community Action website, which has a
searchable directory of local support organisations in England.
www.navca.org.uk/directory
The equivalent organisations in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales are:
The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)
www.scvo.org.uk
The Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NIVCA)
www.nicva.org/about-us
Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA)
www.wcva.org.uk/main/dsp_home.cfm

Mentorsme
Mentorsme is an online business mentoring gateway which provides a single
point of access for those seeking mentoring. It offers a network of almost
11,000 experienced mentors covering the whole of Britain. The site can help
you connect with a mentoring organisation which can support you e.g. with
planning your business, weighing up a difficult decision, or giving you a
second opinion about a new idea. Business mentors have practical
experience, contacts and expertise to help you make choices for your
business. www.mentorsme.co.uk

Informal adult and community learning (IACL)
This describes classes and activities that bring people together. The learning
can be about developing an interest, improving a skill, addressing a need (like
supporting a family on a tight budget), becoming healthier or supporting
children at school. The learning is often done out of personal interest rather
than for a qualification.
Government departments fund this kind of learning through Local Authority
adult education services, further education colleges and voluntary
organisations. Much of the learning is focused on improving confidence,
communication, employment prospects, computer skills, financial
management and mental and/or physical health. Contact your local adult
education service or college to find out what’s available or discuss the kinds of
local courses you’d like. Some people also come together to organise their
own learning. If you’re interested in setting up and running a self-organised
group, here are some toolkits to help:

www.selforganisedlearning.com



www.vaengland.org.uk/cgibin/website.cgi?tier1=england&tier2=running%20your%20group&fp=true

Community buying groups and the law
This section covers how the law could affect you. It covers:
 Renting business premises
 Your responsibilities for complying with the law
 Further sources of legal advice

The need to comply with the law should not usually be regarded as a burden
which puts anybody off forming or expanding a community buying group.
There are of course very many successful groups which have not been held
back by these issues. It is mainly a question of awareness, taking low cost
advice where needed and taking a common sense approach to compliance.

Renting business premises
You may not need to rent premises if you can get free use of a room or rent
one in a community organisation. However, if your group becomes large and
well established, it may wish to rent more permanent premises. The local
council may have a register of suitable premises.
If your group operates in England and Wales
Licence agreements are flexible, short-term (typically lasting up to two years)
and usually much less onerous then a lease. Licence agreements are easier
to terminate at short notice by either the tenant or the landlord. This can be
an advantage as the group will not be tied down to the premises but means
the landlord can end the agreement with little warning.
With lease agreements, you are likely to be bound to occupy the premises for
several years. There may be quite onerous maintenance and repair
obligations along with other restrictions. If your situation changes and you
want to move on you may experience difficulties, it may be difficult to find a
replacement tenant and therefore you may still have to pay rent and other
outgoings even if you are no longer occupying the premises.
For further information on renting business premises:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?r.i=1075411780&r.l1=107385880
5&r.l2=1073859128&r.l3=1075411730&r.s=sc&r.t=RESOURCES&topicId=10
75411730

If your group operates in Scotland
There is not the same distinction as in England and Wales between licences
and leases but your group will have a choice over the length of its lease. Your
group should look at the terms of the lease carefully to make sure it meets the
needs of your group and does not impose any obligations that your group
can’t or won’t want to comply with.

Complying with the law
Community buying groups – particularly those which become bigger and more
ambitious or operate as a business – will have various responsibilities for
complying with the law. Whether or not you become an incorporated body is
only one factor that affects a group’s legal obligations. Informal buying clubs
and unincorporated associations must also comply with the law that applies to
them, but may be less likely to take steps – such as becoming an employer –
that give rise to additional legal obligations.
This guide includes pointers to some of these obligations, but it isn’t a
complete list and can only be very general. You may need to get legal advice
on your particular circumstances. Sources of low cost advice can be found at
the end of the guide.
Consumer Protection
Various laws protect consumers when they buy goods and services from
businesses. For example, the law requires that products must be fit for
purpose and of satisfactory quality and that contract terms must be fair. If you
buy something that is faulty, you can get a refund, replacement or repair from
the supplier.
Some groups ask one or more individuals to negotiate on behalf of the group
to buy goods or services but the final contract of sale occurs directly between
the business supplying the goods or services and individual group members.
In these circumstances, the purchasing group member will be protected by
consumer protection legislation and can go directly to the supplier if they
experience any problems. This is a relatively straightforward approach to take.
Where, on the other hand, there is a contract of sale between the supplier and
the group, it may help if you are clear as a group whether the group is simply
buying things on behalf of the members, or whether it is buying and then
selling things in its own right (and so, for example, taking the risk if there is
unsold stock).
Where members of a group or the general public buy directly from the group
itself, how consumer protection legislation applies will depend on the
circumstances. It will largely depend on:



The structure of the group i.e. whether it is a small informal group, an
Unincorporated or an incorporated body.



Whether the group itself is acting as a business. This may apply even if
the group is not trying to make a profit: the question is, rather, whether
it is operating commercially or professionally. How substantial and
regular its activity is will also be relevant.

Informal groups and unincorporated associations
If a member of the group buys from a supplier on behalf of the group and its
members and doesn’t operate as a business, the initial supplier will be
responsible for complying with consumer protection legislation. Unless the
supplier agreed otherwise, the person who bought the goods from the supplier
would have to enforce the rights. For example, they would have to take faulty
goods back to a shop. This is because the person who bought the goods
entered into a contract of sale with the supplier. They are seen as an
individual consumer buying goods on behalf of other individual consumers.
Advice about enforcing consumer rights can be found at consumer direct
However, where members of groups buy and sell goods, perhaps selling at a
higher price to cover overhead costs, or buying in bulk, not knowing exactly
how much they are going to sell on, then the situation could be different. In
some circumstances, this may be regarded as a business. In that case, the
original supplier to the group will not be responsible for complying with
consumer protection legislation (although, quite apart from consumer
protection, there could still be a claim against the original supplier for breach
of contract). Instead, individuals buying from the group might be entitled to
make a claim against the group (or, more precisely, members of the group).
While this may be a limited risk, groups need to be aware of this.
Incorporated Bodies
A community buying group in this category which buys goods and sells them
on is likely to be considered as acting as a business, even if it doesn’t make
profits. If there is a problem with goods or services bought from the supplier,
the group won’t be able to enforce rights against the supplier under consumer
protection legislation (although again, quite apart from consumer protection
legislation, it could still claim against the supplier for breach of contract).
Those buying from a group which is an incorporated body will have rights
against the group. The group will need to know about its responsibilities under
consumer protection law and make sure it is complying with them.
Advertising and marketing – fair trading
Any group that acts as a business must also deal fairly with its members and
with members of the public in the way that it advertises and markets itself and
its goods and services. This means, in particular, not making misleading

statements and ensuring that people dealing with the group have the
information they need to make buying decisions. See: the BIS (previously
BERR)/OFT guidance on the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading
Regulations 2008.
Further advice on consumer protection legislation can by obtained from your
Local Authority Trading Standards
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/index.cfm
Safe food
Any group supplying food must ensure that it is
handled in a safe and hygienic way. Any group
starting a new food business must also make sure
it registers with their local authority. Further
advice can by obtained from your local authority.
Local authority details can be found here:
www.direct.gov.uk/en/Dl1/Directories/Localcouncil
s/index.htm
For further information on food safety see:
www.food.gov.uk/foodindustry/regulation/foodlaw
Safe products
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Some groups selling goods may need to comply with product
safety legislation and ensure the products supplied are safe to use. This
obligation will apply to groups acting in the course of a business. In addition,
the company or person that supplied the products initially to the group acting
in the course of a business may also be responsible for any breach of
legislation. Therefore groups which are businesses may consider taking out
product liability insurance to cover any claims made by members or the wider
public suffering damage to property or injury from products supplied by the
group.
Further advice can by obtained from your Local Authority Trading Standards:
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/index.cfm
See also:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?r.i=1073792153&r.l1=107385879
9&r.l2=1074409641&r.l3=1074002228&r.s=m&r.t=RESOURCES&topicId=107
4002228

Weights and measures
Groups selling products that require measurement such as meat, vegetables
and drinks may need to ensure they comply with weights and measures
requirements in terms of how the product is priced and its weight is specified
For further information see
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/advicebusiness-wm.cfm
Further advice can by obtained from your Local
Authority Trading Standards:
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/index.cfm
Street trading
Any group that intends to trade in the street, for
example, at a stall, will probably need to apply for a
licence or consent from the Local Authority.
Further advice can by obtained from your Local Authority:
www.direct.gov.uk/en/Dl1/Directories/Localcouncils/index.htm
Price labelling
Groups that buy and sell goods as a business have to meet requirements on
displaying the price of any goods sold to consumers. Broadly the group must
ensure prices are displayed clearly and including VAT. This requirement does
not apply to the sale of services.
For both goods and services price indications must not be misleading.
Further advice can by obtained from your Local Authority Trading Standards:
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/index.cfm
Volunteers
It’s important to ensure the legal status of volunteers is clear. If there is a
contract between the group and the person who is volunteering, then they
may be regarded as a worker (and will have some employment rights) or even
an employee (with full employment rights). A contract doesn’t have to be
written.
One important issue is the National Minimum Wage. This applies to anyone
who is a “worker”.

Volunteers – A volunteer does not have an employment contract or any form
of contract to personally perform work or provide services so will not be a
“worker”. This means that the minimum wage does not apply to them.
Voluntary Worker – a person who has an employment contract or any form
of contract to personally perform work or provide services will be a ‘worker’.
However, in certain circumstances they will not qualify for the national
minimum wage because of an exclusion which applies to “voluntary workers”.
For this exclusion to apply, the individual must work for a charity or voluntary
organisation. Also, they must only be paid for the costs they have incurred
carrying out the voluntary work (out of pocket expenses) e.g. the cost of lunch
and travelling to and from their home to the place the voluntary work is carried
out. The minimum wage does not then apply.
If they are paid more than out of pocket expenses, they are not classed as a
“voluntary worker” and will be entitled to the minimum wage. Paying more
than out of pocket expenses may also affect the volunteer’s state benefits and
the amounts could be taxable.
Various conditions must be met for someone to be considered a voluntary
worker. More detailed information on volunteers and the national minimum
wage can be found at:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?itemId=1096704158&r.i=109670
4110&r.l1=1073858787&r.l2=1084822773&r.l3=1081657912&r.l4=109669730
3&r.s=sc&r.t=RESOURCES&type=RESOURCES
A guide on volunteers and the law (in England) can be accessed on the
Volunteering England website:
www.volunteering.org.uk/NR/rdonlyres/0F75C5AC-3745-4F8B-A4E678A6015D791A/0/law.pdf
If your group has employees
Some larger groups may wish to employ people to help run the group. If it
does, it must be aware of its legal responsibilities as an employer. These
responsibilities include:
- paying the employee, including observing the National Minimum Wage;
- providing the employee with information about their rights;
- treating the employee with trust and respect;
- observing the law against discrimination; and
- dealing with employee complaints.
Further information on employer responsibilities can be found at:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?topicId=1073859176
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?topicId=1073858787

www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?r.l1=1073858787&r.l2=10846076
83&r.s=tl&topicId=1081476661
ACAS Helpline: 08457 47 47 47
Pay and Work Rights Helpline 0800 917 2368
An employer has a legal duty to provide a safe working environment for its
employees and anyone else affected by its activities, such as volunteers and
customers. This includes a requirement to have employer liability insurance,
to carry out a risk assessment of any premises and equipment and to provide
health and safety training.
Health and Safety
Duties arising out of specific health and safety legislation largely apply to the
work activities of employers (see Employees section) and so are unlikely to
affect most groups. Limited duties may also arise under health and safety
legislation where a group uses non-domestic premises.
All groups will need to consider more general obligations arising under the
common law and ensure that it or its members do not carelessly cause injury
to others. This simply requires a sensible and proportionate approach and
shouldn’t be too onerous.
For further guidance on your obligations under the common law, see
www.hse.gov.uk/voluntary/when-it-applies.htm
If your group employs people or uses non-domestic premises, see
www.hse.gov.uk/voluntary/index.htm
Your liability as an occupier of premises
Any group that becomes the occupier of premises must take reasonable care
to ensure the safety of visitors to those premises. This will generally apply to
any group (whether incorporated or not) that is considered to be in control of
the premises. If this liability applies to a group, it may be a good idea to take
out occupiers’ liability insurance to cover against the possibility of a personal
injury claim. Bear in mind that the group will only be required to take
reasonable care and if sensible, proportionate approaches are taken the
chance of a personal injury claim being made will be small.
Insurance
Larger, more established groups operating as a business are more likely to
need to take out insurance but smaller and more informal groups may also
need insurance. Appropriate motor vehicle insurance is compulsory if you

use a vehicle and if you employ people, so is employers’ liability insurance.
Other aspects of insurance are covered earlier in this chapter:
Employers’ liability insurance (see ‘If your group has employees’)
Occupiers’ liability insurance (see ‘Your liability as an occupier of premises’)
Product liability insurance (see ‘Safe products’)
Public liability insurance – This will cover injury, death or damage to
property caused by a member of a group, employee or volunteer. It will also
cover associated costs such as legal fees. Both formal incorporated and
informal groups may wish to take out public liability insurance. Informal groups
should obtain further advice about whether it is advisable.
For further information see:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?itemId=1074301656&type=RES
OURCES
Motor vehicle insurance – This is compulsory. A group should bear in mind
that using a vehicle owned by one of its members (or a volunteer) for the
purposes of the group may be considered business use. An accident may not
be covered by the person’s personal insurance. Check with the insurer first to
see if they consider your activities constitute business use, and if so, if you
are covered by the policy. If your group owns the vehicle you will need to
ensure you have suitable insurance.

Further sources of legal advice
For further sources of advice, guidance and support regarding your group’s
legal responsibilities please refer to Further information and resources
Your local support and development organisation for voluntary and community
organisations can also provide support. To find one near you, contact your
local authority or the National Association of Voluntary and Community Action
website www.navca.org.uk/directory which has a searchable directory of local
support organisations in England.The equivalent organisations in Scotland,
Northern Ireland and Wales are:


The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)
www.scvo.org.uk



The Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NIVCA)
www.nicva.org/about-us



Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA)
www.wcva.org.uk/main/dsp_home.cfm

Further information and resources
Action with Communities in Rural England (ACRE)
National charity supporting rural communities across the country. Produced a
best practice oil buying groups guide jointly with Citizens Advice Bureau and
the Federation of Petroleum Suppliers
www.acre.org.uk
Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS)
Organisation preventing and resolving employment disputes.
Helpline: 08457 47 47 47
Business in the Community (BITC)
Business led charity focused on promoting responsible business practice.
BITC runs ProHelp, a scheme offering free professional advice to
communities in need of support, in Wales, England and Northern Ireland
www.bitc.org.uk/community/employee_volunteering/prohelp/index.html
Businesslink
The website www.businesslink.gov.uk is the primary support service for
businesses in England.
It provides comprehensive access to information and guidance for start-ups,
including a personalised start-up checklist with a step by step guide, support
for each task with on-line guides, tool and case studies, tutorials and
signposting to other support services.
The growth and improvement service provides information for businesses
wishing to develop. It enables diagnosis to address business issues with
easy-to-use tools, online tutorials and videos, signposting to specific topics,
access to local events and support schemes and can put businesses in touch
with other organisations specific to business needs.
For more information on these services:
www.businesslink.gov.uk/newservices.
Specific information and support for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland can
be found on:
www.NIbusinessinfo.co.uk
www.business.wales.gov.uk
www.business.scotland.gov.uk
The Business Link helpline can help those who do not have access to the
internet or have difficulties navigating it. Telephone 0845 600 9006..
Carplus
National charity promoting car clubs and car sharing schemes.
www.carplus.org.uk

Charity Commission
The regulator and registrar of charities in England and Wales. The Charity
Commission also provides services such as advice and guidance.
www.charitycommission.gov.uk
Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)
Provides advice to citizens about their rights and responsibilities and
influences relevant policy. Information on oil buying groups can also be found
here.
www.citizensadvice.org.uk
Community Accountancy Self Help (CASH)
Provides on-line resource, including financial management factsheets and info
about London based training courses.
http://www.cash-online.org.uk
Community Development Finance Association (CDFA)
Represents Community Development Finance Institutions (CDFIs). CDFIs
provide loans to people and businesses that experience difficulties getting
finance from mainstream lenders.
www.cdfa.org.uk
Companies House
Registrar of companies and company information.
www.companieshouse.gov.uk
Consumer Direct
Consumer advice service providing advice on problems with goods, services,
energy and post.
08454 04 05 06
Access also via www.direct.gov.uk
Co-operatives Enterprise Hub
Advice, training and consultancy on how to set up and run a co-operative
business.
www.co-operative.coop/enterprisehub
Co-operatives UK
Co-operatives UK is the national trade body that campaigns for co-operation
and works to promote, develop and unite co-operative enterprises. Resources
available include Simply Legal; Simply Governance and Starting a Cooperative. A network of Co-operative Development Bodies across the UK
provides advice and information to people looking to create a new cooperative or develop an existing one.
www.uk.coop

Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC)
Government department for energy and climate change. Includes information
regarding the review of feed-in tariffs for low-carbon electricity generation.
www.decc.gov.uk
Direct.gov
The official UK government website for citizens. Includes contact details for
Local Authority Councils and access to Consumer Direct
www.direct.gov.uk
Do-it
Recruitment service offering opportunities to young volunteers.
www.do-it.org.uk
Financial Services Authority (FSA)
Regulator of all providers of financial services and registrar of Industrial
Provident Societies and Community Benefit Societies.
www.fsa.gov.uk
Food Standards Agency
The government department for food safety. Provides advice and guidance on
food safety requirements
www.food.gov.uk
Freecycle
Matches people with things they don’t need to people who want them.
http://uk.freecycle.org
Get Legal
Free online reference and decision making tool for charities, social enterprises
and co-operatives which aims to demystify issues such as legal forms.
www.getlegal.org.uk
Go-on.co.uk
Provides free courses to help people with little or no computer skills with the
basics they need to get online. Courses can be done at home with the help of
a friend or family member or in a UK Online Centre.
www.go-on.co.uk
www.ukonlinecentres.com
Health and Safety at Work
Advice and guidance on work health and safety.
www.healthandsafetyatwork.com
Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Independent watchdog for work related health, safety and illness. HSE
provides advice and guidance.
www.hse.gov.uk

HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
For information and advice on tax.
www.hmrc.gov.uk
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
The UK’s independent authority set up to uphold information rights in the
public interest, promoting openness by public bodies and data privacy for
individuals.
www.ico.gov.uk
The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)
Professional membership association for chartered accountants.
Advertises voluntary roles to its members free of charge.
www.icaew.com
The ICAEW also runs a Business Advice Service which provides an initial
consultation free of charge to a wide range of enterprises including social
enterprises, co-operatives, charities and mutuals.
www.businessadviceservice.com
International Co-operative Alliance
Representing co-operatives worldwide.
www.ica.coop/coop/principles.html
Learndirect
Learndirect offers online learning in subjects including Computers and IT, and
a range of business skills. If you don’t have a computer, there are over 400
centres in England where you can go online to learn.
http://learndirect.co.uk
Local Authority Council contact details
Directory of Local Authority contact details
www.direct.gov.uk/en/Dl1/Directories/Localcouncils/index.htm
Local Authority Trading Standards contact details
Directory of Local Authority Trading Standards Services
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/advice/index.cfm
Mentorsme
Connects small and medium sized enterprises to business mentors.
www.mentorsme.co.uk
National Association of Voluntary and Community Action (NAVCA)
Local support and development organisation for voluntary and community
groups, which can provide people, support and resources to help get your
initiative going. It has a searchable directory of local support organisations in
England.
www.navca.org.uk/directory

The equivalent organisations in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales are:
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)
www.scvo.org.uk
Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NICVA)
www.nicva.org
Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA)
www.wcva.org.uk
National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO)
Provides advice and support to voluntary organisations. Members are
provided with additional support including legal advice. Membership for
voluntary organisations with incomes of up to £10’000 is free
http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR)
The regulator and registrar of charities in Scotland. The regulator also
provides services such as advice and guidance.
http://www.oscr.org.uk
Oxfordshire Rural Community Council (ORCC)
The ORCC is a local charity bringing together local village communities in
Oxfordshire. The ORCC have published a guide on setting up a community
shop and have established an oil buying scheme.
www.oxonrcc.org.uk
Pay and Work Rights Helpline
Provides help and advice on government enforced employment rights.
0800 917 2368
Plunkett Foundation
The Plunkett Foundation helps rural communities through community
ownership to take control of the issues affecting them. Its work is focused on
community-owned village shops, rural social and community enterprises and
community food enterprises. Provides a range of advice and information.
www.plunkett.co.uk
Reach
Matches skilled volunteers to voluntary organisations.
www.volwork.org.uk
Selforganisedlearning.com
Guidance and tools to set up a learning group.
www.selforganisedlearning.com

Social Innovation Lab for Kent (SILK)
A small team within Kent County Council involved in a variety of community
based projects, including the set up of a community shop in Maidenhead.
http://socialinnovation.typepad.com/silk/2009/10/bulk-buying-project.html
Sustainable Wantage
Community action group promoting environmentally friendly and resilient
lifestyles.
www.sustainablewantage.org.uk
Sustain (Food Co-op Toolkit)
Sustain promote food and farming that advocates food and agriculture policies
and practices that enhance the health and welfare of people and animals,
improve the working and living environment, enrich society and culture and
promote equity. Sustain has created a toolkit for anyone interested in setting
up a Food Co-op
www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit
TalkCharity
Free online community, operated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales, where your group can discuss, share and learn from likeminded peers. Users can read the latest blogs on topical issues, join the
discussion to resolve a problem and share their knowledge and experience.
www.icaew.com/talkcharity
The Community Accounting Network
Advice and support from local community accountancy services on managing
finances
www.communityaccounting.org
The Finance Hub
Information and sources of advice on money matters for the third sector:
www.financehub.org.uk/introductory_guides.aspa
The Social Investment Business
Investors of civil society organisations, providing finance and expertise.
www.thesocialinvestmentbusiness.org
Time Banking UK
Umbrella charity linking time banks across the country. Time banks allow
individuals to earn credits carrying out voluntary tasks in the community.
Credits can than be used by individuals to get things done in return.
www.timebanking.org
Trading Standards Institute
For information on consumer protection related matters and to locate your
nearest local Trading Standards Service.
www.tradingstandards.gov.uk

Transition Town Marlow 100 Solar Project
For information on Transition Town Marlow’s Solar Panel buying group and
how to set up your own.
http://wikisolar.editme.com
Up2us (Pilot project)
Local social networking websites for people who use social care, to enable
them to find others with similar interests in order to buy activities and services
together
www.knowsleyup2us.co.uk
www.up2uscommunity.co.uk
For interim evaluations of pilot see:
http://hact.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/up2usReport_web_version.pdf
http://hact.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/up2usReport_Interim_0911_final_web.pdf
VolResource
Provides useful information on anything to do with running a voluntary
organisation
www.volresource.org.uk
Voluntary Arts England
Independent development agency and representative voice of the voluntary
arts across the UK and Republic of Ireland. . Website includes guidance on
setting up and running a self organised group.
www.vaengland.org.uk
Volunteering England
Charity and membership organisation supporting volunteers.
www.volunteering.org.uk

Annex A

Committee/Group Terms of Reference Template
Please note these can be tailored according to whatever direction the group
decides to take.

Name:
(Official name of the committee or group)

Members:
[It might not be practical to name all members individually, but any areas of
responsibility should be made clear]
Contact Information - Roles / Responsibilities (e.g. chair, secretary, treasurer,
report to the board)

Aims of the Group:
For example, financial savings for members, or good quality goods and
services, or community cohesion

Resources and Budget (if applicable)
(E.g. equipment, materials, rooms, funds available to the committee.)

Governance
(Decision-making processes, e.g. consensus, 2/3 majority vote or chair's
authority, etc.)
Additional Notes
How communications outside of meetings will be conducted, e.g. phone or
email.
Frequency of meetings

Example of a Written Constitution
This should give details of why the organisation exists, what it is there to do,
how it is going to do it and how it is organised.
This prevents misunderstandings among the membership and allows new
members to understand what it is they are joining. A governing document can
be changed by the membership.
A typical governing document will set out clearly:
 The name of the organisation


What the organisation is going to do (also known as the “Objects”)



Who can become a member of the organisation



How members can join or leave



How and when general meetings are called



How many members have to be present in order for decisions to be
legitimate (also known as being “quorate” at general meetings)



Who is allowed to vote at general meetings



Election of a committee – if applicable



What happens to any profit made by the group (also known as
“application of surplus”)



How the governing document can be changed



How and what happens if the organisation is dissolved
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